We report an investigation of the "missing-linker phenomenon" in the Zr-based metalorganic framework UiO-66 using atomistic forcefield and quantum chemical methods. For a vacant benzene dicarboxylate ligand, the lowest energy charge capping mechanism involves acetic acid or Cl − /H 2 O. The calculated defect free energy of formation is remarkably low, consistent with the high defect concentrations reported experimentally. A dynamic structural instability is identified for certain higher defect concentrations. In addition to the changes in material properties upon defect formation, we assess the formation of molecular aggregates, which provide an additional driving force for ligand loss. These results are expected to be of relevance to a wide range of metal-organic frameworks.
Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are materials formed via the coordination of metal centres and organic linkers in three dimensions. The varied chemical compositions and structural topologies of MOFs make them suitable for a broad range of applications including gas storage and separation, solar energy conversion, and heterogeneous catalysis. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] One MOF that has attracted particular attention is UiO-66 (Figure 1 ), which was first synthesised by Cavka et al. 7 This material features a high coordination of 12 benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate (BDC) ligands around each Zr IV node and is thermally stable up to 813 K. 8 The internal surface area (800 m 2 g −1 ) is large, with the structure containing both tetrahedral and octahedral cages.
Each octahedral cage is edge-sharing with 8 tetrahedral cages and face-sharing with 8 octahedral cages. 9 The inner-sphere coordination of Zr in UiO-66 is 6, but additional face-sharing oxide and hydroxide ligands lead to an outer-sphere coordination of 12.
Wu et al. and Vermoortele et al. reported a significant internal surface area increase for synthesised with an acidic modulator such as acetic or hydrochloric acid. 10, 11 This phenomenon, leading to increased gas storage capabilities with little stability loss, has been attributed to a missing BDC linker from the unit-cell, with a subsequent reduction in coordination of the Zr metal. 9, 12, 13 Figure 1: The crystal structure of UiO-66 (left) and locations on the metal node where charge compensating or neutral molecules can bind following BDC linker removal (right). The locations of charge compensating molecules are highlighted in maroon and neutral molecule locations are highlighted in black. Top right shows the BDC linker connection between Zr-metal nodes prior to removal. Centre and bottom right shows the locations considered for charge compensating molecules following linker removal.
The acid modulator has been shown to promote linker removal. 10 Recent reports have focused on the charge capping mechanism following the removal of the linker. Experimental evidence, such as quantum tunnelling peaks in inelastic neutron scattering, associated with terminating methyl groups, suggest acetic acid becomes incorporated into the framework. 11 The incorporation of Cl − ions when using HCl has also been suggested. 14 Considering that an excess of ZrCl 4 is often used during synthesis and that experimental conditions do not completely exclude water, there is an abundance of potential charge capping ions.
NU-1000 15 is a structurally similar Zr-containing MOF, which is often compared to UiO-66. The Zr node in NU-1000 has the formula [Zr 6 (η 3 -O) 4 (η 3 -OH) 4 4 ] 12+ . The additional incorporation of four hydroxide and four water molecules in NU-1000 is due to the use of ZrOCl 2 as the Zr precursor source, as opposed to the ZrCl 4 precursor used to synthesise UiO-66. [15] [16] [17] Indeed, NU-1000 is an example of an ordered defect structure.
The fraction of BDC linkers missing from UiO-66 is highly debated. Reports vary from 1-4 vacancies per metal node depending on synthesis conditions; however, all measurements are indirect (e.g. thermogravimetric analysis) and usually yield an average over a large sample volume.
Regardless of the method employed, it is clear that the defect concentrations are high and beyond those typically found in crystalline materials.
In this paper, we investigate the free energy of formation of missing ligand defects in UiO-66 using a combination of first-principles and molecular mechanics computational techniques. We consider a range of charge compensating schemes involving commonly used species. The results validate recent experimental observations of high defect concentrations and reveal a thermodynamic driving force for defect aggregation in the UiO-66 system.
Methodology
The predictive power of computational chemistry applied to metal-organic frameworks is well established. Here, we combine empirical and first-principle methods. The analytical forcefield calculations allow us to probe large and complex defect structures including vibrations, and hence calculate the Gibbs free energy of ligand removal. The higher-level density functional theory calculations provide a means of validation, while also giving an estimate of solvation and cluster energies for reaction products that are challenging to compute using empirical interatomic potentials.
Forcefield calculations
We have considered the cubic unit cell of UiO-66, which contains 24 linkers and 4 metal nodes.
Forcefield calculations were performed with GULP. 18, 19 Parametrisation of the interatomic potential was conducted to recreate the structural and material properties of non-defective UiO-66, including bond lengths, bond angles, phonon frequencies, bulk modulus and elastic constants. The details of the forcefield and a comparison of the predicted structure of UiO-66 against experimental data is given in the Supporting Information (SI). The bulk and defective structures were first optimized with respect to the internal energy, and then the free energy of the final structure was calculated including the vibrational entropy. For all defect reactions considered, reactants and products were optimised at constant external pressure, thus providing the Gibbs free energy (∆G) of reaction.
Density functional theory calculations
Reference solid-state density functional theory (DFT) calculations on the pristine and defective structures of UiO-66 were performed using VASP. 20 These periodic DFT calculations were to provide high-quality fitting data for the forcefield and to validate the defect structures. The PBEsol functional 21 was used with a plane-wave cutoff of 600 eV and wavefunctions were calculated at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone. Projector augmented wave potentials were used to model the interaction between valence and core of all atoms, with 5s4d5p as the valence configuration of Free energies of solvation for molecular fragments in DMF (dimethylformamide) were calculated with the continuum solvation model, COSMO, in NWCHEM 22 (cc-pVTZ basis set). 23, 24 The self-consistent field energy convergence was set to 10 −6 Ha and the M06-2X functional, 25, 26 which is known to produce accurate thermodynamic properties, was used to obtain geometries. In the solvation model we used the temperature-dependent experimental dielectric constant of DMF, as reported by Bass et al.. 27 Other thermodynamic quantities, such as the energy of protonation of BDC, were taken from the NIST database. 28 Finally, molecular cluster binding energies were calculated with the B3LYP functional. 29 This approach gives a good description of hydrogen bonding interactions at low computational cost. The dielectric constant of DMF at 300 K was used. A single point counterpoise correction for the basis set superposition error (BSSE) 30 was calculated on the converged cluster geometries.
Results

Charge capping mechanism
For a balanced defect reaction, conservation of charge and mass is required. Acetic acid (CH 3 COOH) and/or HCl are commonly used as acidic modulators to promote linker removal from the structure.
In addition, the commonly used solvent, DMF, and also H 2 O can be incorporated. The removal of one BDC linker results in a system with an overall +2 charge, and reduces the coordination sphere of 4 Zr centres from 12 to 11. We consider seven capping mechanisms for charge compensation and stabilising the structure by saturating the coordination of each metal centre with a neutral molecule ( Table 1 ).
There are two choices for adding the charge capping and neutral molecules into the structure, labelled as trans and cis in Figure 1 . We find the lowest energy arrangement for trans substitution, which can be understood from simple electrostatics, as it maximises the distance between the charge capping species, and also steric effects. All results refer to the most stable (trans) configuration. Table 1 : Charge compensation models for a missing linker from UiO-66. Given are the charge compensating molecules coordinated onto the two Zr centres, the precursors, and the neutral molecules included in some models to saturate the Zr coordination spheres.
Defect formation energies
The defect free energies as a function of temperature, calculated using mass and charged balanced chemical reactions, are given in Figure 2 . The charge compensating models are detailed in Table 1 and full reactions are listed in the SI. The reaction energy is sensitive to the charge compensation model. 
Multiple ligand vacancies
Taking the lowest energy charge capping mechanisms (CH 3 COO − and Cl − /H 2 O), as identified in Figure 2 (a), we further investigated the defect energies associated with the removal of additional BDC ligands. We present the defect energies for each of the symmetry unique locations of 2 BDC removals in Figure 2 with strong local interactions between the defects. In contrast, the highest energy configurations feature parallel vacancies that create a long-range structural instability.
Beyond three ligands, there is a combinatorial explosion and we become limited by our simulation cell size. However, we have considered some representative configurations. For acetic acid, removing four ligands equating to two BDC linkers per metal node, has no significant energy penalty (Figure 2f ). This result agrees, at least qualitatively, with experiment, in that a large in-crease in surface area can be obtained by using acetic acid as a modulator to remove linkers from the structure. The removal of five and six linkers from the unit cell results in a small increase in defect energy per linker removal, before phonon stability, and therefore structure stability, is lost with the removal of 7-8 linkers for acetic acid compensation. For Cl − /H 2 O (Figure 2g ) there is a reduction in energy per defect when removing seven and eight BDC linkers (i.e. 3.5 -4 linkers per metal node), together with a phase change from cubic to monoclinic symmetry, which occurs in a similar manner to the breathing motion of "winerack" MOFs. There is also an increased structural flexibility, due to the high number of vacant ligand sites. The predicted phase change occurs at a very high concentration of defects and so may not be experimentally observable. Simulated powder X-ray spectra are given in the SI. 31 The symmetry reduction to monoclinic does not happen in the case of the acetic acid charge cap, since this is a bidentate ligand and the structural integrity of the cubic phase is maintained.
A Boltzmann distribution for two and three linker vacancies shows that 99% of defects will be clustered at 300 K for the acetate and Cl − /H 2 O, respectively. Under equilibrium conditions, a distribution of isolated vacancies is unlikely and a dominant preference for clustered vacancy motifs would be expected, which is consistent with recent X-ray scattering analysis. 32 Ordered defect structure: NU-1000
A further simulation was performed for the OH − /H 2 O charge capping system with 8 linkers missing from the cubic unit cell. This corresponds to NU-1000, a MOF synthesised from a different Zr precursor. As an analysis of the energy required to form this structure, we repeat the removal of 1-8 linkers in the same manner as previously performed, but instead for the OH − /H 2 O charge capping.
The final structure is equivalent to NU-1000 and was constructed along the highest symmetry path (the same path as was followed for the acetate and Cl/H 2 O charge capping). Interestingly, we do not see the same phase change as was observed with the Cl/H 2 O capping, instead hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups and water maintain the cubic symmetry with only small structural distortions. The defect energy associated with the formation of NU-1000 (8 vacant linkers from the cubic unit cell) is similar to the cost of a single defect (see SI), highlighting the unusual tolerance of UiO-66 for high defect concentrations. We note that the defect energy for this charge capping considers the OH − capping source to be from the splitting of water. Synthesis methods for NU-1000 involve the use of a Zr-OH precursor, which offers an alternative OH − source. We therefore highlight the observed trend as being of interest rather than the specific energetics of ligand removal for making NU-1000.
Molecular association in solution
Due to the high concentration of defects predicted for UiO-66, we should consider processes beyond the typical dilute limit of non-interacting defects. Cluster formation following the removal and subsequent protonation of BDC may occur both in the framework, but also between the removed species in the solvent. Possible clusters that may form in solution are depicted in Figure 3 .
A strong binding energy of -104.7 kJmol −1 between two acetic acid molecules and one BDC-H 2 linker has been calculated ( Figure 3f ). Figure 3 : Equilibrium geometries of molecular clusters for which binding energies are given in Table 2 .
Formation of molecular clusters in solution may provide an additional driving force for BDC linker to leave the UiO-66 framework when this acid is used as a modulator. Other clusters considered are shown to have a weaker binding energy between components (Table 2) 
Spectroscopic signatures
The volume of the crystal lattice is found to increase and bulk modulus to decrease for the majority of capping models (see Table 3 ). The single anion capping (Cl − and OH − ) is an exception as the anion effectively bridges between two metal centres, taking less physical space than BDC, and the lattice volume decreases. The bulk moduli are all lower for the defect structures but remain within 5 GPa of pristine UiO-66.
A key question is whether the missing ligands have an observable spectroscopic signature. The simulated infrared (IR) spectra for 1-4 missing linkers for the two lowest energy charge capping mechanisms (acetate and Cl − /H 2 O) are presented in Figure 4 . We highlight several important 
Conclusion
From an analysis of the defect chemistry of linker removal in UiO-66, we conclude that the lowest energy processes are for acetate and Cl − /H 2 O charge capping mechanisms. We show that H 2 O capping at high concentrations results in an ordered-defect structure consistent with the NU-1000 framework. A cluster between two acetic acid molecules and a protonated BDC linker is found to have a strong binding affinity and is a candidate product of ligand loss. The results are expected to be transferable to other UiO frameworks, with relevance to a wider range of hybrid organicinorganic solids.
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